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Dear Youth Justice Committee, 

I have written to Hon Richard Miles, Qld Premier in Jan 2024.

Everybody is talking about harsh penalties and jailing kids which cost more and that will
create more problems by angering kids turn into gangs American style. (1) It is better to show
adults care and give hope, skills and (2) positive rehabilitative courses or mandatory
counselling sessions for repeat offenders. While adults seem to have no understanding of
youth once they were themselves is astonishing and too reactive and ignorant do not bother to
find out why the kids are behaving this way. In fact, adults are behaving this way kids copy.(3)
Sessions for adults how to be pro-active.

Adults' conduct (1)must be responsible for their children, not the state. (2) Adults watch what
kids are watching and adhere strictly to (M) rated contents on all devices.
Children watch and listen to adults  in their homes, around town, on TV, on-line adults will
say and do anything to suit their agenda and for profits in a preditory manner. Soon kids lose
respect for self-absorbed adults, popularity contest politicians,  profit driven companies  who
careless about others and kids enviroments. Adults and let kids watch block buster movies,
internet sensations, local movies, video and computer and phone games create and introduce
graphic casual and sinister sexual content and more graphic and glorified mass killings and
teach both adults and kids how to successfully commit crimes. The adults old command, "Do
As I Say, Not As I Do !" In fact, the news is full of adult criminals in every position of society
setting an example for the future criminals.

 Profitable block busters are remade over and over to hook the adults and kids copy adults eg
Fast & Furious, Italian Jobs, Jason Bourne, Mr and Mrs Smith to name a few. When Bruce
Lee movie appeared in theatres, many adults and kids joined Karate schools around the world.
When Lady Diana appeared on TV, many adults and kids wore Lady Diana's fashion-clothes,
accessories and hair around the world. (1) Television programs and movie contents must be
labelled for suitability for children and responsible parents to follow. (2) Remove or Rate the
level of violenct content in childrens'  programs.

Kids witness over and over, repeatedly everyday adults fail to show care enough to set an
example of respect to others and for kids.

A.  (1) Parental Code of Conduct. Adults behaving badly in house, angry on streets and at
places make  excuses to justify their disrespectful at times repeated criminal behaviours. This
is exacerbated by current rental, housing and living crisis, again mainly created by adults.

B.  People in position behaving badly justify their self-serving behaviour to keep their jobs at



times criminal acts. Entertaining the "Haves" and ignore the plea of the ordinary Australians
esp "Have Nots." This includes people with disability.
C.  Businesses behaving badly  justify their greed and scheming lies and at times criminal in a
preditory manner towards unsuspected adults as well as kids. Standard has deteriorated as it
used to be illegal to use speeding cars for advertisements citing encourage buyers to speed eg
KIA. R-rated advertisement used to be past midnight now before the movie kids watch ends.
(1) Advertising Code of Conduct guideline enforcement.

D. (1) Code of Conduct for Professionals. Standards have deteriorated. Professionals were not
alllowed to endorse products on TV citing conflict of interest yet self-serving adults so call
"experts" endoring unhealthy products as safe eg Vaping, adult cosmetics, apps, gadgets start
targeting youth since Barbie and other movies. 

1. Adults commit crimes everyday. Parents steal from shops and use kids as decoy or train
kids to steal and blame crime on kids. Coach kids for parents benefits (1) Child Abuse-
Exploitation.
2. Adults verbal and physical violence at homes, road-rage on roads and fights at gatherings
and public places even killings due selfishness, ill-mannerism, scheming lies, alcohol, racism,
drugs.
3. Television, wrongdoings against innocent people, constant and severe violence and killings
against people by the criminals and justify violence and killings by police and mass killings by
the governments.
4. (1) Companies Code of Conduct.  Profiteering by creating and using false, fear, coercive
peer-pressure enhancing marketing tactics. Companies profiting from making  addictive
extremely violent and surreal killing arcade video machines, pocket gadgets, phone, lap top
and computer video games connect to TV for adults and kids. One gets points for running over
with a target with a car or shoot with a gun. Targets are-a person 10 points, a dog 20, elderly
50, baby 100. Xbox video game realistc mass killing battle for more points.
TV block buster movies are almost all justified mass killings. It is a fact that people, both
adults and kids can become addicted to violence and killings from constant exposure to them
esp for more points, in movies for money-contract killing and justified-glorified killing.
Movies and murder programs and internet how to programs show in detail how to commit
range of crimes including how to scam and scheme money from people. Big companies are
doing it for real. Vulnerable minds are easily corrupted. Specially speeding cars on TV and
video.  
Ones who can afford drag race expensive cars or hot up cars and ones who cannot afford steal
cars.
Tactics used by criminal adults and kids are straight from movies, murder-crime shows and
internet. 
The list is endless.
In US, military handed out video games to high schools to recruit future soldiers resulting in
mass school shootings. It is getting out of hand and Australia is following US as usual.
(1) Manufacturer Rating-Violent Content for Parents by to limit the video games of content of
violence for points, glorified killings and sex content esp rape. Age management by parents
and manufacturer and retailers same as cigarettes and alcohol.
Adults stop encouraging and playing violent and speeding car games.
Show kids you care enough to demonstrate respect to them instead of demanding(Do as I say,
not as I do.) There are many existing programs and services to support these kids to fund and
fund enough to expand these programs instead of cutting fundings to them. Free TAFE. Mr
John Howard had free university yet introduced university fees for next generation, not fair.



Spend public money wisely. It costs more to detain with worse outcome. Repeat offenders
receive extended care not jail. Jailing will make them angry and angrier. They do not care
what happens to them because adults do not care enough to consult them.

You are in the right position at the right time to solve both concerned  fearful adults and
fearful kids who sees no hope the way the adults are. More kids join protest of some kind
some way for this reason. 

Living crisis. Coles and Woolworth Markets are not the only retailers profiteering. Smaller
chain stores must be investigated. You need a team of researchers research into opportunistic
 chain markets. Investigating easy targets. How about investigating the real cause of the
problem?  Racketeering !

Many laws are violated yet ignored by people in positions. Ordinary individuals,
professionals, tradies, small businesses, families and kids are suffering.
Infact, racketeering is a crime. One of them is real estate industry. You will not escape this
obvious problem by pretending it does not exist. As fast as the new houses are  built greedy
will snap up and none for the average Australians. (1.) Rental cap and (2.) limit the purchase
power of foreign and rich Australian investors. Presently, one greedy person can purchase 100
occupied homes and evict them or vacant houses and lands and left vacant and wait for
increase in value then sell them and or more than one hundred properties, evict tenants
illegally and put tenants who can afford future rent increase who are willing to put high bonds.
Some investors are telling other like-minded to do the same. Some convert illegal shed for rent
violate council law also violate human rights law. (3). Code of Conduct for Real Estate Agents
and Landlords. (4.) Code of Conduct for Property Investors. Some real estate agents also
involve in racketeering with landlords. Applications condition demand agreement to collected
personal details for marketing (agents profiteering) and extra money for bond and more extra
money for extra condition on false pretence. There are more nasties. I have reported this
criminal activities to ACCC and others.

This is only a brief summary for immediate action.

Regards,
Manuel Otarra.
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